Songs of the 80s (The Decade)

number-one singles by decade. Before August After August ; ;
US Singles Chart Billboard magazine. This article
is about the American Billboard Hot chart held during the s. The Billboard Number ones - Statistics by decade - Artist
by total number.s. Michael Jackson had the most number-one hits on the Billboard Hot during the s with 9 songs.
Jackson was also the s - s - s - s.The 50 best '80s songs. I Wanna Dance with Somebody by Whitney Houston. Take On
Me by A-ha. Don't Stop Believin' by Journey. Modern Love by David Bowie. Beat It by Michael Jackson. When Doves
Cry by Prince. Into the Groove by Madonna. Blue Monday by New Order.The greatest singles of the '80s are impossible
to ignore in the context a knack for delivering some of the most bombastic lyrics of the decade.VH1's Greatest Songs of
the '80s .. Also the 80's were probably the best decade for metal aswell, with albums like Bonded by Blood.In the '80s,
disco's popularity decreased, and the top 20 Hot hits present a more complicated picture than it did a decade before. Not
that.3 Jan - 4 min - Uploaded by Pitchfork It was a time for sonic innovation across all genres, when choruses and hair
were allowed to be.26 Nov - 42 min - Uploaded by BillboardClassic (AT10Classic) Mix - USA Top Songs of
Decade-End 80s, Eighties [HD p]YouTube. Billboard Top.NOTE: the "10's" playlist has 60 songs because we are at
6/10 of the decade. The "00's" has 98 songs because the Radiohead's album "In.7 Feb - 12 min - Uploaded by
livebreathelovehiphop.com Mix - Top 10 80s Songs You Forgot Were AwesomeYouTube. Best Songs Of s.19 Jul - 12
min - Uploaded by Archiduc De Belgrade Best 80s Songs Greatest 80s Hit Songs In Music Madonna Best This is just
a.Sometimes cited as THE song of the 80s, it pointedly tells the story of a that ushered in the bright, cheerful sound of
mid-decade dance-pop.You can get the feel of a decade from the songs that played on the radio at the time. And, no
songs were played more than the #1 hits.This songbook doubles as a time capsule, preserving over 80 of the '80s best
Songs include: Addicted to Love Another Brick in the Wall Beat It Billie Jean.Are you looking for your favorite '80s
songs, but don't know who the artist is? Browse of the '80s for bringing us some of most memorable songs of the
decade.Here is a look at all the artists who spend the most weeks on the Billboard Hot singles chart during the 80's. The
list was compilled by adding up how many .Were the s the greatest decade in music history?.2 Jun - 14 min You're
gonna need to grow your hair, put some highlights in, and then tease it till the cows.Big Rock Top Songs Of The 's, the
most popular rock songs of the decade, at Tunecaster Music Encyclopedia.The s were a decade of change for Kiss, as
they reacted to a new musical landscape by ditching the make-up in But even without.
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